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Silybin and de-protonated silybin are well-known antiradical molecules. The interaction of these two
molecules with metal atoms and clusters (tetramers) of Cu, Ag and Au may modify chemical properties.
In this report, systems containing metal atoms and clusters (neutral and cationic systems) interacting
with silybin and de-protonated silybin are analyzed, by applying Density Functional Theory (DFT) calcu-
lations. In order to explore changes in reactivity due to the presence of metals, the free radical scavenging
properties of these new systems were studied by analyzing the electron transfer mechanism. Reactivity
was also studied by considering the Molecular Electrostatic Potential maps of the most stable systems.
Raman spectra were also obtained, both with and without metals. As apparent in this report, electron
donor-acceptor capacity is improved with the presence of metals, and the presence of Cu, Ag and Au
(atoms and clusters) considerably increases signals from the Raman spectra, which may be useful for
experimental detection. The conclusion derived from this study is that the presence of metals not only
enhances characterization signals but also modifies electron donor acceptor capacity.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Silybum marianum (milk thistle) is a medicinal plant that has
received tremendous attention during the last decade due to new
and emerging applications in medicine and also as a herbal remedy
for liver treatment [1–8]. The useful extract from this plant is
named silymarin [4], and comprises a natural mixture with bene-
ficial properties for health, specifically related to its hepatoprotec-
tive and antiradical characteristics. In previous reports, [9]
theoretical studies of the major components of silymarin indicate
that, although all components of silymarin have peculiar proper-
ties, none of the compounds being studied registered outstanding
antiradical capacity compared to the others. In this sense, sily-
marin is an interesting mixture with antiradical properties and
we now know that all components studied present similar chemi-
cal properties [9].

The main component of silymarin is silybin (SIL) [3,4]. Silybin is
a mixture of two diastereomers: silybin A and silybin B, being sily-
bin B the most abundant in nature. SIL is a molecule with impor-
tant antiradical properties [9–20]. The antiradical properties of
SIL are considered to be responsible for its protective actions. SIL
is currently used as an active component in many dietary supple-
ments, cosmetics and dermatological preparations. Studies have
also considered the phototoxic potential of the main components
of silymarin, however no phototoxicity was revealed for these
compounds [21]. It has been suggested that SIL is a potential can-
cer preventive substance with multifactorial components that
manifest anti-cancerogenic activities [22,23]. All these beneficial
properties for health are apparently related to its strong antiradical
activity. Previous investigations have focused on the antiradical
properties of SIL; both theoretical and experimental [24–26]. Elec-
tron transfer is one of the reaction mechanisms that is important to
analyze. This mechanism measures the capacity of an antiradical
molecule to either donate or accept electrons in order to stabilize
free radicals.

Antiradical properties of organic molecules change due to the
interaction with transition metals [27]. In previous theoretical
reports, it was shown that astaxanthin interacts with transition
metals such as Cu and Cd [28]. This interaction between astaxan-
thin and metals modifies antiradical properties and makes the
compounds redder in colour. In a subsequent investigation with
shrimps, it was demonstrated that shrimps living in water with
traces of copper became redder than those living in pure water
[29]. Shrimps contain astaxanthin and although it is not possible
to say that the change in colour is due to the interaction of astax-
anthin and copper, it is a fact that the presence of copper modifies
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Fig. 1. Silybin (SIL) and de-protonated silybin ([SIL(-H)]�1).
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Fig. 2. Full electron donor-acceptor map.

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the initial geometries for SIL interacting with metal
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the colour and chemical properties. Astaxanthin’s ability to
interact with metals is not unique. SIL is capable of interact with
transition metals such as Cu2+ to produce a complex that has
pro-oxidant properties [24–26]. Although all results indicate the
antiradical properties of SIL, there are no theoretical investigations
that analyze the interaction of SIL with transition metal atoms and
clusters. It is however essential to discern how the presence of
metal atoms and clusters can modify reactivity, because metals
may increase their therapeutic capacity or modify properties so
that substances no longer function as possible drugs.

It is well known that the interaction between organic molecules
and transition metals increases the possibility of detecting single
molecules in solution. Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS)
[30–32] represents a useful technique resulting in strongly
increased Raman signals from molecules, which have been
attached to metallic structures. Due to their localized surface plas-
mon resonance, gold, silver and copper are commonly used to
atoms and clusters (neutral and cationic systems). (M is Cu, Ag or Au; x is 1 or 4).
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enhance the Raman signals [33]. For SIL, it is important to know if
metal atoms and clusters increase the Raman signals in order to
give more insights for the experimentalist.

In this report, we investigate the interaction of SIL with copper,
silver and gold (atoms and clusters formed with four atoms). We
use silybin B since it is 1.99 kcal/mol more stable than silybin A,
and the studied properties here are similar for both diastereomers.
As it has been demonstrated that under physiological conditions
significant amounts of these compounds in their de-protonated
form may be present, in this investigation we also consider de-
protonated silybin ([SIL(-H)]�1). Both SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1 are impor-
tant for explaining the benefits of silymarin. Optimized geometries,
Raman spectra and some parameters with which to analyze chem-
ical reactivity are reported for neutral and ionic species. Molecular
Electrostatic Potential provides a useful procedure for analyzing
charge distribution and inferring chemical reactivity.
Fig. 4. Schematic and most stable optimized struc
2. Computational details

Gaussian 09 implementation [34] was used to calculate geome-
try optimization and electronic properties of SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1

(Fig. 1) interacting with metal atoms and clusters in gas phase.
Neutral and cationic species were analyzed. Initial geometries
were fully optimized at M06/LANL2DZ level of theory [35–42]. In
order to verify optimized minima, harmonic analysis was per-
formed and local minima were identified (zero imaginary frequen-
cies). The lowest spin multiplicity (singlet or doublet) is the most
stable for all the systems under study (See Supplementary Mate-
rial, S13). Theoretical Raman spectra were obtained for all the opti-
mized structures.

To study the interaction between atoms and metal clusters with
SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1 molecules, the DG binding energy was calculated
at 298 K, according to the following schemes:
tures of SIL-Mx (M = Cu, Ag or Au; x = 1 or 4).
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SILþMq
x ! SIL-Mq

x ð1Þ
SIL �Hð Þ
� ��1 þMq

x ! SIL �Hð Þ-Mx
� �q�1 ð2Þ

SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1 are the two organic molecules under study, M
is Cu, Ag or Au, x is the number or metal atoms (1 or 4), q
symbolizes the atomic or molecular charge (0 or +1) and SIL-Mx

q

and [SIL(-H)-Mx]q�1 represents the metal atoms and clusters inter-
acting with SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1. DG binding energy is as follows:

DG ¼ G SIL-Mq
x

� �� G SILð Þ þ G Mq
x

� �� � ð3Þ
DG ¼ G SILð�HÞ �Mx
� �q�1

� �
� G SILð�HÞ

� ��1
� �

þ G Mq
x

� �h i
ð4Þ

In order to investigate the single electron transfer mechanism,
vertical ionization energy (I) and vertical electron affinity (A) were
obtained from single point calculations of cationic and anionic
Fig. 5. Schematic initial structure and most stable optimized
molecules, using the optimized structure of the neutrals and the
6-311+g(d,p) basis set for C, H and O and LANL2DZ for metal atoms.
Water was included to simulate polar environment with SMD con-
tinuum model [43]. A useful tool defined previously is the electron
Full Electron Donor Acceptor Map (FEDAM) [44,45]. In this map
(see Fig. 2) I and A are plotted and allow us to classify substances
as either donors or acceptors of electrons. Electrons will be trans-
ferred from molecules located down to the left of the map (good
electron donors) to those molecules that are up to the right (good
electron acceptors).

The Molecular Electrostatic Potential of a molecule is a good
guide to assess the reactivity towards reactants positively or
negatively charged and furthermore to analyze changes in charge
distribution. Molecular Electrostatic Potential was obtained for
SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1 and the new systems formed, SIL-Mx

q and
[SIL(-H)-Mx]q�1, using the total electron density to analyze the force
acting on a positive test charge located in the vicinity of a
structures of [SIL-Mx]+ (M = Cu, Ag and Au; x = 1 or 4).
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molecule. It is important to note that no polarization of the mole-
cule occurs and therefore, the molecular charge distribution
remains unperturbed through the external test charge. Red colour
of the Molecular Electrostatic Potential is the negative section of
the molecule and the blue one is positive (low electron density).
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Fig. 6. Most stable structure of [SIL(-H)]�1 and its Molecular Electrostatic Position
are reported. Schematic representation of the initial geometry for [SIL(-H)-Mx]q�1

(M = Cu, Ag or Au; x = 1 or 4; q = 0 or 1) is also included.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Geometry optimization

Several initial geometries were used to analyze the ground state
structures of metal atoms and clusters interacting with SIL. Fig. 3
reports the schematic representation of the initial geometries for
SIL interacting with metal atoms and clusters (neutral and cationic
systems). The main reason for studying the interaction of SIL with a
single metal atom is to investigate whether this atom modifies the
Raman spectra and how the free radical scavenging properties of
SIL change due to the presence of metals. We also include the tet-
ramer because there are studies that define Ag4 as the minimum
cluster size for producing the latent image of a picture, [46] when
AgNO3 was used in photography. Apparently, four is the minimum
number of metal atoms in a metal cluster that are able to modify
physicochemical properties in an interesting way.

In Fig. 4, the most stable optimized structures for SIL and SIL-Mx

are reported. For each ground state, we include the schematic rep-
resentation of the initial geometry. During optimization, metal
atoms and clusters do not always remain at the same initial posi-
tion. There are other optimized structures that have similar stabil-
ity (see Supplementary Material). The energy difference between
the most stable structures and the next ones is less than 5 kcal/mol
in some cases. Apparently, the position of the metal atoms or
clusters around the SIL molecule does not modify stability. As
structures with similar stability have similar properties, in the
following we will focus on the most stable structures.

In Fig. 4, the most stable optimized structures are similar for
systems with one metal atom. M is bonded to the same oxygen
atom of SIL, and as expected CuAO bond distance is slightly shorter
than AgAO and AuAO bond length. The most stable SIL-M com-
pounds show the three intramolecular hydrogen bonds of SIL. For
SIL-Cu, SIL-Ag and SIL-Au, there are other structures that are very
close to the ground state system (reported in Supplementary Mate-
rial). The energy difference between these structures is less than
5 kcal/mol so they could coexist in an experiment.

The structures of SIL-Cu4 and SIL-Ag4 are similar. The ground
state has CAM and OAM bonds, and SIL has three intramolecular
hydrogen bonds. Both stable structures have one metal atom
bonded to O(3) (see Fig. 1). SIL-Au4 deserves special attention as
the most stable structure presents one gold atom forming a non-
conventional hydrogenbond, and SIL has two intramolecular hydro-
gen bonds instead of three. Non-conventional hydrogen bondswere
previously reported for gold systems and it is already known that
they stabilize systems [47,48]. TheHAAu bond length is 2.5 Å. There
is also a bond between Au and two oxygen atoms of SIL that makes
the systemmore stable. This is the only SIL-Au4 structure that shows
non-conventional hydrogen bonds. Comparing this structure with
those that are less stable (not shown in the figure, see Supplemen-
taryMaterial), it is possible to see that this non-conventional hydro-
gen bond stabilizes the system by 2.5 kcal/mol.

The cations were also optimized in order to investigate the
influence of the charge. Fig. 5 reports the most stable optimized
structures for [SIL-Mx]+1 (M = Cu, Ag or Au; x = 1 or 4) and the cor-
responding schematic structures of the initial geometries. In Fig. 5,
it is evident that the most stable structures of [SIL-Mx]+1 are those
where a metal atom is bonded to O(23) (see Fig. 1). [SILAM]+ bond
lengths are shorter than SILAM bond distances and as expected,
CuAO length is shorter than AgAO and AuAO bond distances.
The cationic structures present much larger differences in energy
values between the most stable compound and the second one
(Supplementary Material). Analyzing the cationic systems with
clusters, structures with metal atoms bonded to oxygen atoms of
SIL are the most stable systems. Fig. 5 shows all structures with
three intramolecular hydrogen bonds of SIL. For the [SIL-Ag4]+

and [SIL-Au4]+ structures, clusters are no longer planar but tetrahe-
dral, whereas in [SIL-Cu4]+ the cluster remains planar.

As already explained in the introduction, a considerable amount
of de-protonated silybin ([SIL(-H)]�1) exists under physiological
conditions. SIL is used for the treatment of diseases under physio-
logical conditions and therefore it may be that both molecules have
an effect. For this reason, the investigation of [SIL(-H)]�1 interacting
with metal atoms and clusters is important. In order to define ini-
tial geometries, the Molecular Electrostatic Potential of [SIL(-H)]�1

was analyzed and is shown in Fig. 6.
As anticipated, in Fig. 6 the negative region of the molecule (red

colour) is close to the de-protonated oxygen atom. It is clear that
the interaction with metal atoms and clusters, neutrals and
cations, will most probably be with this oxygen atom. We tested
other initial geometries but they optimized to less stable structures
and are thus not included in this report. The most stable optimized
structures for [SIL(-H)]�1 interacting with metal atoms and clusters
(neutral and cations) are reported in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, the terms ‘‘an-
ionic” and ‘‘neutral” corresponds to the charge of the system.

These optimized structures present the same MAO bond. The
bond distances are shorter for the cations than for the neutrals in
all systems, and in all the optimized structures, the three
intramolecular hydrogen bonds of [SIL(-H)]�1 remain. Slight defor-
mations of clusters can also be observed but they are all planar
structures.
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Fig. 7. Most stable structures of [SIL(-H)-Mx]q�1 (M = Cu, Ag or Au; x = 1 or 4; q = 0 or 1).

Table 1
Bonding energies DG (kcal/mol) for the following scheme reactions: Mx

q + SIL ? SIL-
Mx

q and Mx
q + [SIL(-H)]�1 ? [SIL(-H)-Mx]q�1 (M is Cu, Ag or Au, x is 1 or 4 and q is 0 or

+1).

Molecule DG (kcal/mol) Molecule DG (kcal/mol)

SIL-Cu �7.4 [SIL(-H)-Cu]�1 �15.7
SIL-Cu+ �81.8 [SIL(-H)-Cu]0 �148.2
SIL-Cu4 �20.7 [SIL(-H)-Cu4]�1 �31.1
SIL-Cu4

+ �52.6 [SIL(-H)-Cu4]0 �124.7
SIL-Ag �2.8 [SIL(-H)-Ag]�1 �8.0
SIL-Ag+ �54.4 [SIL(-H)

�1 -Ag]0 �124.8
SIL-Ag4 �11.9 [SIL(-H)-Ag4]�1 �22.6
SIL-Ag4+ �34.2 [SIL(-H)-Ag4]0 �103.5
SIL-Au �2.7 [SIL(-H)-Au]�1 �10.8
SIL-Au+ �71.0 [SIL(-H)-Au]0 �146.4
SIL-Au4 �18.3 [SIL(-H)-Au4]�1 �30.2
SIL-Au4

+ �47.9 [SIL(-H)-Au4]0 �113.5
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DG binding energies for all systems are reported in Table 1. All
SIL reactions with metal atoms and clusters are exergonic, and the
reaction with clusters is more exergonic than that with atoms.
Comparing SIL with [SIL(-H)]�1, the latter are more exergonic than
the former and the interactions between charged species are more
spontaneous. Cu systems present more negative values than Ag
and Au in all systems and therefore the reaction is more sponta-
neous with this metal.

3.2. Raman spectra

The detection of small amounts of these substances is impor-
tant when they are used therapeutically. It has already been
demonstrated that the presence of metals may increase the signals
of the spectra [49]. Following this idea, Raman spectra for the most
stable structures are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, and the main signals
are reported in Tables 2 and 3, for SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1, respectively.
In each spectrum, typical signals for each system are indicated
with a star and Tables 2 and 3 summarize the main differences.
With one metal atom interacting with SIL, a difference is already
apparent. The spectra of SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1 are less intense than
the spectra with metal atoms. A single metal atom produces sig-
nals that are not present when metals are absent. There is a signal
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Table 2
Main Raman spectra signals of SIL-Mx and SIL-Mx

+1 (M = Cu, Ag or Au; x = 1 or 4).

System m (cm�1)

SIL Less intense spectrum
SIL-Cux

q

SIL-Cu 105, 407, 526
SIL-Cu+ –
SIL-Cu4 31, 385, 570
SIL-Cu4

+ 197, 207, 320, 449, 468
Cu4 and Cu4

+ All important signals smaller than 300 cm�1

SIL-Agxq

SIL-Ag 485
SIL-Ag+ –
SIL-Ag4 528
SIL-Ag4+ 386
Ag4 and Ag4+ All important signals smaller than 200 cm�1

SIL-Aux
q

SIL-Au –
SIL-Au+ –
SIL-Au4 590
SIL-Au4

+ 238, 460
Au4 and Au4

+ All important signals smaller than 200 cm�1
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at 343 cm�1 for [SIL(-H)]�1 that disappears when metal atoms and
clusters are present. Other differences of the spectra due to the
presence of metal clusters are indicated in the figures.

If we compare the systems with Cu, Ag and Au, it is evident that
all metals produce more or less the same effects. An increment in
signals due to the presence of the metals occurs in all systems,
and there are some peaks that are typical. Therefore, it is possible
to conclude that this is useful for detecting the existence of metals.
These results are crucial, as they indicate that the presence of a
very small concentration of metals may increase the signals in such
a way that detection is more precise and sensitive.

3.3. Electron transfer mechanism

Figs. 10 and 11 report the FEDAM for the systems with metal
atoms and with metal clusters, respectively. Three free radicals
(�OOH, NO2

� , DPPH�) are included for comparison. The electrons will
be transferred from the systems located down to the left to those
placed up to the right. In general, the presence of metals (atoms
and clusters) produces changes in I and A. I decreases in most cases,
making these systems better electron donors than SIL or [SIL(-H)]�1.



Table 3
Main Raman spectra signals of [SIL(-H)]�1 and [SIL(-H)-Mx ]q�1 (M = Cu, Ag or Au; x = 1
or 4; q = 0 or 1).

System m (cm�1)

[SIL(-H)]�1 Less intense spectrum, 343, 373
[SIL(-H)-Cux]q

[SIL(-H)-Cu]�1 38, 77
[SIL(-H)-Cu]0 553
[SIL(-H)-Cu4]�1 462, 701
[SIL(-H)-Cu4]0 –
Cu4 and Cu4

+ All important signals smaller than 300 cm�1

[SIL(-H)-Agx]q

[SIL(-H)-Ag]�1 382
[SIL(-H)-Ag]0 478, 527, 697
[SIL(-H)-Ag4]�1 9
[SIL(-H)-Ag4]0 712
Ag4 and Ag4+ All important signals smaller than 200 cm�1

[SIL(-H)-Aux]q

[SIL(-H)-Au]�1 519
[SIL(-H)-Au]0 –
[SIL(-H)-Au4]�1 –
[SIL(-H)-Au4]0 471, 526, 634
Au4 and Au4

+ All important signals smaller than 200 cm�1
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Fig. 10. FEDAM for SIL, [SIL(-H)]�1, [SIL-M]q and [SIL(-H)-M]q�1 (M = Cu, Ag or Au;
q = 0 or 1). Free radicals are included for comparison.
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Electron acceptor capacity is increased in some cases (A is larger
than for SIL or [SIL(-H)]�1) but this is not a general pattern. Notably,
the presence of only one metal atom modifies electron donor
acceptor capacity and thus the reactivity of the systems. Two free
radicals, �OOH and NO2

� are the best electron acceptors. To scavenge
these free radicals, the systems must be good electron donors.
DPPH� is also a good electron acceptor and all good electron donors
are able to scavenge this free radical. The best electron donor
systems are compounds of SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1 with Cu (atom and
cluster); thus these are the best free radical scavenger molecules.
The best electron acceptors are systems with Au, which are thus
the best free radical scavenger molecules for free radicals that
accept electrons such as O2

� (not shown in figure, see Ref. [50]).
In summary, the presence of metals (atoms and clusters) modifies
the electron transfer capacity of SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1. This may consti-
tute an advantage for therapeutic purposes, but it is clear that fur-
ther research is necessary. The therapeutic properties of these
molecules may be related to their electron transfer properties, as
the electron transfer represents one of the antiradical (or free rad-
ical scavenger) mechanisms. If this is so, then the metal atoms and
clusters may produce an increment in the protective actions of SIL
and [SIL(-H)]�1. More studies about the relationship between the
electron transfer capacity and the therapeutic efficiency of SIL or
[SIL(-H)]�1 interacting with metal atoms and clusters are necessary.
3.4. Molecular electrostatic potential

Molecular Electrostatic Potential enables us to analyze the
regions of the molecules that are positively (blue) or negatively
(red) charged and therefore more susceptible to nucleophilic or
electrophilic additions. Figs. 12 and 13 present the Molecular Elec-
trostatic Potential for Cu4 interacting with SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1.
Results with other metals and clusters are not included as they
are similar. Comparing the Molecular Electrostatic Potential for
the neutral systems, it is possible to see that they are very similar
to the Molecular Electrostatic Potential of the SIL (Fig. 12 two first
structures). The presence of Cu4 does not alter the charge distribu-
tion of the molecule and the same reactivity can be expected. How-
ever, the presence of the cationic clusters modifies the Molecular
Electrostatic Potential of SIL (Fig. 12, third structure). The positive
section of the molecule is located close to the cationic cluster.
Therefore, reactivity could be different. Similar charge distribution
is found with [SIL(-H)-Cu4]0 (Fig. 13, third structure) The positive
charge is located on the cluster and the negative section is less neg-
ative in comparison with [SIL(-H)]�1. The presence of the cationic
cluster modifies the charge distribution all over the molecule and
this may alter not only reactivity, but also biological activity.
4. Concluding remarks

The most stable Cu, Ag and Au structures of atoms and metallic
clusters interacting with SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1 are presented. DG bind-
ing energies show that all systems are thermodynamically sponta-
neous, and in this way charged systems are more favourable than
neutral systems. The Raman spectra are useful for identifying the
different systems, as the presence of metal atoms and clusters
produce substantial changes, enhancing signals of the SIL and
[SIL(-H)]�1 spectra. Almost every system has typical signals in the
Raman spectra, making characterization possible. Moreover, it is
feasible to distinguish between SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1.

The electron transfer mechanism is important for scavenging
free radicals. The presence of metals increases the electron transfer
capacity of SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1, also increasing antiradical capability.
SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1 scavenge free radicals but the compounds
formed with SIL or [SIL(-H)]�1 and metals are better electron
donor-acceptor compounds and therefore, better free radical
scavengers.

The Molecular Electrostatic Potential of SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1 are
not altered by the presence of neutral clusters, but the interactions
with cationic clusters modify charge distribution and probably
reactivity. This may be important for therapeutic purposes. Further
research is required to discern whether or not SIL and [SIL(-H)]�1



[SIL(-H)]-1

[SIL(-H)-Cu4]-1

[SIL(-H)-Cu4]0

Fig. 13. Schematic representation of the structure and Molecular Electrostatic Potential.

SIL

SIL-Cu4

SIL-Cu4
+

Fig. 12. SIL, SIL-Cu4 and SIL-Cu4
+: schematic representation of the structure and Molecular Electrostatic Potential.
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interacting with metal atoms and clusters manifest properties that
are appropriate for therapeutic procedures.
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